Section 1. What We Do - Engineering Sales Growth
We work with organizations to help them engineer sustainable sales growth, and to reduce their
cost to generate new sales over time. We call this “Efficient Sales Growth”.
Our method combines Lean thinking and entrepreneurial rigour, with fundamental sales and
marketing principles. We call it the Lenses and Levers Method. It is designed to help
companies:
I.
II.
III.
IV.

Quickly identify and eliminate sales and marketing waste
Optimize conditions for organic sales growth
Discover which growth levers will produce a positive return on invested capital
Effectively manage the costs, timelines, and risks that are inherent to the process

Organizations face many variables and much uncertainty in their pursuit of sales growth. They
have little to no control over their market, competition, changing technologies, or their governing
regulations. With so much beyond their control, it can be difficult to hold employees, executives,
and suppliers accountable for sales growth. When accountability is weak, organizations lose
focus and waste develops.
To grow sales, we believe organizations must focus their efforts toward actions that are within
their control. This includes primarily the processes they implement, and the principles that they
adhere to. They must chart a consistent longterm approach. A weak accountability to results
must be replaced by a strong accountability to a method - a method that provides the lenses to
focus an organization, and the levers to propel it forward.
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Section 2. Lenses of Growth
The Power of a Lens
A lens is a simply tool that allows us to isolate and focus on an object revealing a unique
perspective. It helps us to see what our eyes can not.
In business, we also have lenses, which help us to see what our eyes can not. They show us
our performance, alert us to trends, reveal opportunities, and warn us of risks.
The Lenses and Levers Method takes a systematic approach to discover which lenses are most
important to an organization, and helps realign people and resources to improve focus and
accountability.
Finding Clarity
While a single lens can be powerful, it rarely tells the whole story. Yet something magical
happens when an organization begins to stack lenses - a series of imperfect or incomplete
perspectives can produce near perfect clarity. This phenomenon is know as “Triangulation”,
whereby information from one source acts as a check on information from other sources.
By using this approach of cross verification, The Lenses and Levers Method helps organizations
test strategic assumptions, thus improving clarity and focus. This checklist style approach to
decision making requires discipline. It also means sometimes, we must slowdown when we
want to speed up. In instances like this, we remind ourselves that “looking" is cheap and
mistakes are not.
Organizations who pursue a strategy for growth can experience problems that result from 3
common mistakes relating to lenses:
1. They do not look through enough lenses.
2. They do not look through the right lenses.
3. As an organization, they don’t look through the same lenses.
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Lenses - Numbers and Ratios
1. Profit and Loss
The information contained on a product profit and loss statement is foundational to any growth
strategy. Understanding basic customer profitability metrics such as Customer Profit by
Channel, Customer Lifetime Value, and Average Retention Cost are critical first steps to be
explored in order to inform a broader strategy. Any formulation of strategy that doesn’t fully
consider core profitability numbers, is literally disconnected from reality.
2. Corporate Goals
It’s important to engage in discussions regarding corporate goals early in the strategic planning
process. It is the setting of goals that will determine strategy, projected timelines, and the
investment required. In the pursuit of efficient sales growth, it is important to define quantifiable
corporate goals. As the old adage goes, if you don’t know where you’re going, any road will take
you there. While goals may shift and evolve with time, they must at all times remain well
defined.
3. Performance and Activity Metrics
Nearly all corporate goals relating to growth can be deconstructed to determine the best set of
key metrics required to assess performance, to monitor changes in performance, to measure
activities, to identify market trends and opportunities, and to alert us to risks. With each chosen
metric, we begin by defining its purpose, determining its source data and noting any cautions or
complications that may be typical to the metric.

“I often say that when you can measure what you are speaking about, and
express it in numbers, you know something about it; but when you cannot
measure it, when you cannot express it in numbers, your knowledge is of
a meagre and unsatisfactory kind.”
William Thomson, Lord Kelvin
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Lenses - People and Perspectives
1. The Internal Perspective
While the Lenses and Levers Method relies heavily on measuring numbers, numbers are
meaningless without people to interpret them. It is the people in and around an organization
who decide which numbers are most important, how they are to be calculated, what variables
must be considered, and what constitutes success or failure.

“We don’t see things as they are. We see them as we are.” - Anaïs Nin

2. The External Perspective
Suppliers, stakeholders, and competition constitute three invaluable sources of information from
which we can gain insights and validate or challenge assumptions. Exploring the external
perspective will provide a powerful check on strategic thinking.
3. The Customer Perspective
Businesses don’t exist without customers, and customers don’t exist if your products or services
don’t deliver sufficient value. Finding ways to engage with customers and prospective
customers can help an organization to understand how they perceive value.

Challenging Core Assumptions
Within every organization, there are some assumptions that are so collectively and deeply believed,
that they become confused with fact. We refer to these as Core Assumptions. Core Assumptions can
act as a foundation from which strategy and plans are built. Understandably, performance suffers when
core assumptions are left untested, and later prove to be incorrect.
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Section 3. Levers - Levers of Growth
The Power of a Lever
A lever is a simple tool, that amplifies an input force to produce a greater output force, which is
said to provide leverage. Leverage is measurable, predictable and most importantly, it creates
an advantage.
In business, we search for tools to help us generate a return on our efforts and our investments.
We search for the levers of growth that will propel us forward and allow us to do more with less.
We can not predict the unique combination of levers that will deliver optimal sales growth, we
can only influence the efficiency with which we discover them.
Engineering Growth in 4 Steps
1. Eliminate Sales and Marketing Waste
Remove sales and marketing waste from a good product or service, and value is created value, that can be delivered to the customer in the form of lower prices or more features,
delivered to shareholders in the form of higher profits, or reinvested to fund future growth.
Sales and marketing waste takes the forms of spending waste, activities that diminish good, and
basic opportunity loss. Isolating and eliminating this waste is typically one of the most immediate
and impactful actions that can be taken.

A Changing Industry
With the advent of digital media, the marketing industry has undergone a complete
transformation, which continues to take place at breakneck speed. A byproduct of this
transformation is a tremendous amount of noise and misinformation, intended to influence
advertisers and direct their budgets. As a result, marketing waste is infecting good products like
never before, stunting sales growth and costing customers and shareholders alike.

2. Optimize Conditions for Organic Growth
Sales growth can be broadly categorized as either paid growth, or organic growth. One of the
fundamental principals behind the Lenses and Levers Method is to optimize conditions for
organic growth prior to investing in paid growth. The key components of organic growth are
positive word of mouth, consistent referral business, and increased customer spend. If we can
improve organic growth, we make each customer relationship more valuable.
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3. New Customer Acquisition
Our method is a principle based system of trial and error approach, designed to use market
feedback to inform strategy. Levers are selected for trial based on insights derived from our
lenses work, as well they must satisfy the following conditions:
A. Provability
To determine if a lever is effective, we must first define its pass/fail conditions. As much as
possible, we aim to test the effectiveness of an individual lever, rather than an integrated
campaign. We must select only actions we deem provable which means we must find ways to
isolate results. Some examples of ways we can isolate results is by using a specific call to
action, by testing in a new or isolated territory, or by including a discount code or redeemable
coupon.
B. Replication
The ability to replicate a levers results under similar conditions is an important consideration in
regards to scaleability and automation. As such, before we nominate a lever for trial, we first
consider whether the lever’s results would be consistent under similar conditions. For example,
could it work in other territories, in other markets, during different times of the year, or with
different products.
C. Practical
A lever can be deemed practical or impractical based on several condition. Some of the more
common considerations are in regards to a levers cost versus the value of a new customer, or
the degree to which a lever is targeted toward qualified buyers versus unqualified buyers, or the
degree to which the lever builds or diminishes the credibility of a product. In this case,
sometimes the medium is the message.
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D. Minimum Viable Trial
Nearly any company can buy sales growth with a large enough budget. What is more
complicated is to engineer growth while limiting risk and preserving capital. To achieve this, our
method utilizes a process of predetermining a levers minimum viable trail. This is a set of
parameters in which we can measure and assess a levers effectiveness, and its future potential.
Results from a single trial are not always conclusive, but this exercise in and of itself demands
focus and dramatically reduces wastes. The following are some common parameters that must
be decided for each trial:
•
•
•
•
•
•

How will we define our pass/fail conditions?
Are we reaching a statistically relevant sample size?
What is the minimum total investment required?
Do we anticipate running more than one trial?
What is the trial timeframe?
Who will be responsible for monitoring results and or making adjustments?

“Our main business is not to see what lies dimly in the distance, but to do
what lies clearly at hand.” - Thomas Carlyle 1795 - 1881

4. From Trial to Growth and Automation
The ability to predictably replicate results using a lever is an essential component of growth. It
allows a company to transition from testing to investing. As levers are tested and results are
proven, we are better able to predict the rate of return on capital invested in our levers. As more
and more results are gathered, capital and resources are directed to the combination of levers
that have demonstrated the best and most predictable performance. At a certain point, trials
give way to process automation.
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Matthew MacQuarrie - Creator of the Lenses and Levers Method
I’ve been involved in sales, marketing and entrepreneurship in one from or another since I was
a teenager. I’ve had many titles over the years including: Sales Representative, Business
Development Manager, Sales Manager, Marketing Manager, Manager of Growth and Strategic
Analysis, Director of Sales and Marketing, Vice President of Sales and Marketing, President,
and Founder. Throughout my corporate experience, I’ve worked across industries and in
numerous environments - from multinationals to family run businesses.
As an entrepreneur I’ve founded and built diverse companies with 8-figure revenues - from an
international precious metals firm to a premium quality mail-order steak company.
My perspective comes from my experiences, which are unique and diverse - from schmoozing
commodities traders in Manhattan to plotted strategy in Frankfurt, from closing a sales office in
Vancouver to opening one in Los Angeles, from selling diamonds in Dallas to being threatened
by The Mafia in Montreal.
The Lenses and Levers method is based a belief that for every good product growth can be
engineered.
Services
Sales and Marketing Waste Audit
Lenses and Levers Integrated Workshops
Consulting Services
Product Launch Design
Advisory Board Services
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